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Abstract. A three-dimensional thermo-visco-elastic system for the
Kelvin–Voigt type material at small strain is considered. The system in-
volves the constant heat conductivity and the specific heat satisfying the
Einstein–Debye \((\theta^3 + \theta)\)-law. Such a nonlinear law, relevant at relatively low
temperatures, represents the main novelty of the paper. The existence
of global regular solutions is proved without the small data assumption. The
crucial part of the proof is the strictly positive lower bound on the absolute
temperature \(\theta\). The problem remains open in the case of the Debye \(\theta^3\)-law.
The existence of local in time solutions is proved by the Banach successive
approximations method. The global \textit{a priori} estimates are derived with the
help of the theory of anisotropic Sobolev spaces with a mixed norm. Such
estimates allow to extend the local solution step by step in time.

1. Introduction

The aim. In this paper we study the three-dimensional (3-D) thermo-visco-
elastic system at small strains with the constant heat conductivity \(k > 0\), and
the specific heat (heat capacity) \(c(\theta)\) satisfying the Einstein–Debye \((\theta^3 + \theta)\)-law,
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